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Abstract

cardial and occasionally epicardial surfaces. Besides being time consuming and technical challenging, this invasive, point-to-point EP mapping is confined to heart surfaces with limited measurement sites. As myocardial scar
is often complex with shapes varying with the depth of the
myocardium, endocardial and epicardial maps may differ
substantially, and may fail to identify mid-wall fibrosis that
exist in ∼ 30% of patients with nonischemic cardiomyopathy [1].
High-resolution delay contrast enhanced imaging [2] is
a relatively new technique able to characterize myocardial
necrosis in the transmural dimension. Enhancing structural
scars, these imaging approaches do not offer the associated subject-specific EP details or therefore the possible
EP functional anomalies. It remains also an open question
as to the correlation between the enhanced anatomical scar
and the electrically-defined scar substrate.
Computational methods have been developed to calculate subject-specific EP activity of the heart using noninvasive body-surface electrocardiographic data and imagederived anatomic data, from the spatiotemporal features of
which electroanatomic substrates can then be delineated.
The mainstream research approaches obtain solutions on
heart surfaces, in terms of pericardial electrocardiograms
[3] or activation/recovery time on the entire epi- and endocardial surfaces [4]. Despite the advantage of noninvasive,
beat-to-beat mapping, surface solutions still lack information on the transmural dimension. Combining computational modeling into probabilistic estimation, we developed a novel method to use body-surface electrocardiographic data to infer transmural subject-specific EP dynamics not only on heart surfaces but deep into the myocardium [5]. Real-data validations were performed on 4
patients with previous myocardial infarction (MI) with infarct documented by DE-MRI imaging [6].
In this paper, we present an experimental validation

Myocardial scar is the most common substrate for malignant arrhythmia and cardiac arrest. Radiofrequency
ablation, as one of the emerging mainstream therapies,
currently relies on electrophysiologic (EP) map acquired
on endocardial and occasionally epicardial surfaces. As
myocardial scar is often complex with shapes varying with
the depth of the myocardium, endocardial and epicardial
maps may differ substantially, and may fail to identify midwall fibrosis that exist in ∼ 30% of patients with nonischemic cardiomyopathy. Alternative image-based delineation of anatomical scar is noninvasive and transmural,
but it does not reflect the possibly EP functional anomaly.
In this paper, we present a validation study of a previously developed method that combines body-surface electrocardiographic data and image-derived anatomic data
to compute EP and scar details along the depth of the myocardium. Experiments were performed on 4 patients referred for ablation associated with myocardial infarction,
with gold standards of substrate voltage maps and activation maps acquired by CARTO electroanatomic mapping
system. This study exhibits the ability of the presented
method in accurately quantifying the scar substrate and
capturing abnormal EP patterns, not only on the heart surfaces but along the transmural dimension.

1.

Introduction

Myocardial scar is the most common substrate for ventricular arrhythmia such as tachycardia (VT), which could
result in hemodynamic collapse with syncope or sudden
death if sustained. The current state of the art for VT ablation relies on the voltage or activation sequence maps acquired during electrophysiologic (EP) mapping, performed
by moving the mapping catheter from site to site on endo-
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